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Executive Summary
The last attempt to enumerate the non-traditional houses in Scotland occurred in the mid 1980’s and
resulted in 1987 in the publication by HMSO of the book “A guide to non-traditional housing in Scotland”.
That book covered a variety of non-traditional domestic homes constructed with concrete, steel, timber and
aluminium. The specific focus of this report is only on the Precast Concrete (PRC) Homes
The majority of the PRC Homes across Scotland were built as part of the public provision of social housing.
Originally most of these were owned and administered by Local Authorities but the Scottish Special
Housing Association (SSHA) was commissioned to increase the supply of these homes and became an
alternative source of the non-traditional homes. Scottish Homes was formed in 1989 to replace SSHA and
inherited its stock. Scottish Homes was then disbanded in 2005 and replaced with Scottish Sanctuary
Housing Association. Additional stock transfers have since been made to other associations and
consequently some of the experience and familiarity with the properties has been lost during the transfers.
This has increased the complexity of obtaining information on numbers or the condition of different types.
The survey however covered all the Local Authorities and attempts were made to locate those subject to
stock transfers, away from their original landowners.
There are no clear sources of information on the privately built stock of PRC homes. The contract
preparation for the privately built Dorrans built in the highlands were generally handled by a single firm in
Inverness, during the period when this was prevalent but the company no longer exists as an entity and
conversations with ex-employees has established that their records of those transactions have been lost.
This survey relates to the non-traditional PRC homes and specifically those designated “defective” in the
1983 Housing legislation. Many of these were purchased under the “Right-to-buy” legislation before the
houses were designated defective and therefore the condition of these houses became important since
they had been sold to private owners by public authorities.
The feedback from this present survey identified the stock currently held by local authorities and some
housing associations and was compared with the records published in 1987. There is only a partial match
between the two sets (see the summary of the survey in section 3). Of the twelve defective types, there
were 15,220 identified in 1987 and the results from the present survey only identified 10,433 originally built
by the Local Authorities and SSHA. The survey records 909 houses demolished although some authorities
appear to be unable to supply accurate records of demolitions. The stock transfers between SSHA and
current housing associations are difficult to find, but the largest discrepancy appears to be that privately
built properties of at least some of the house types are included in the 1987 records and this information is
no longer available.
A total of 3719 homes are recorded within the survey returns as built for the public stock and subsequently
sold to private owners. More than 8017 have been reported as retained by the Local Authorities or housing
associations.
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The structural condition of the properties was not originally included in this part of the survey since the main
focus was on numbers to determine the current spread of the designated properties across Scotland.
Subsequent interviews with representatives of the landlords however have attempted to obtain some
information on this to inform the discussion on mortgagability. The results however have not been
consistent.
The use of the term upgrade is understood in a variety of ways (i.e. Thermal upgrades, structural upgrades
leading to mortgagability, structural upgrades not leading to mortgagability and simple maintenance in
some cases are all understood as upgrades). The combination of non-specific records relating to upgrades
and the retiral of officers who were familiar with these properties has resulted in reported upgrades that are
unlikely to reach a standard acceptable for mortgage lenders to provide mortgages.
The survey results show a significant number of homes still affected by the problems of PRC construction
and designation. This does not include the homes built privately and from conversations with engineers
there are a significant number in some locations, particularly Dorrans in the Highlands. The homes
recorded in the survey remain a problem both to the homeowners and to the mortgage industry and further
attempts to clarify the issues and provide a route to mortgagability would be beneficial to all stakeholders.
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1 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

1 Introduction

The history of Non-Traditional Housing in the UK and the specific types built in Scotland has been affected
by potential problems affecting certain house types. Following the discovery of these potential problems
mortgages became difficult to obtain when the mortgage industry recognised the implications in terms of
higher risk of lending for the affected homes in view of the possibility of the need for future repairs.
In response to these developments legislation was drafted to provide assistance to homeowners who had
purchased properties from Local Authorities. The legislation collated the affected precast concrete (PRC)
types into a class of structure labelled or designated “defective” and dealt with them under the “defective”
label rather than as individual structures. This designation and the available grants arising out of the
legislation provided a mechanism for eliminating the perceived problems. The designation however, also
consolidated the view of these houses as a defective group, irrespective of any distinction between them.
Mortgages for this group of houses became difficult to obtain and where they remained available were
generally subject to higher interest rates and restricted in terms of the size of loans available. The
legislation was intended to assist with restoring the buildings to mortgagable status and hence normality in
terms of the housing stock and the housing market.
The numbers of properties affected has not been reviewed since 1987 when the book “A Guide to NonTraditional Housing in Scotland” was published. In the years since 1995 there has been a perception that a
significant number of these properties have been demolished, however no precise information was
available on the remaining stock.
BRE Scotland have been commissioned by the Scottish Executive to undertake a survey of these
properties across Scotland to determine the current situation in terms of numbers and where possible to
investigate the assessment of structural condition. These issues were split into separate parts to be
investigated and assessed individually.
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2 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

The project reports have been produced in 5 parts
Part 1 – The history and background to Non-Traditional PRC “defective“properties in Scotland
Part 2A – Investigation of Defective PRC Housing Condition in Scotland 2011 – 2012 [Part 2A] Numbers and locations
Part 2B - Investigation of Defective PRC Housing Condition in Scotland 2011 – 2012 [Part 2B] –
Structural issues
Part 3 – Interim report on current state of the survey relating to the legislation.
Part 4 – Final Document relating to possible repeal of the legislation.
This document is Part 2A of this series and although it has been completed after Part 3 (The Interim
Report) this was necessitated by the timetable for potential input to the 2013 Housing Act. Part 3
summarised the available information and pointed to the guidance arising out of that information. Parts 2A
and 2B could not be completed when Part 3 was required due to delays to specific parts of the feedback
from the survey questionnaires and the follow up work. However, the majority of the information had been
gathered before Part 3 was completed and therefore it was assumed that any additional information
received would provide a more complete basis for the conclusions but was unlikely to change the
recommendations.
The delay to the completion of Parts 2A and 2B was related to the timing of stock condition surveys being
carried out by some of the Local Authorities. It was considered desirable for that process to be completed
and the more accurate figures resulting from those surveys to be included within this report. Part 3 of this
project therefore was based on the general trends from the survey information established by May 2012.
The consultation necessary for recommending changes to the legislation could therefore be started before
the final survey results were complete. The collation of the remainder of the information has confirmed that
approach and therefore no changes are required to the Part 3 report.
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3 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

2 Numerical survey results

The survey was initiated by emailing all 32 Local Authorities requesting that a prepared table was
completed with the information available from their records. This was accompanied by a letter from Mr Keith
Brown MSP – Housing Minister. The letter is enclosed in Appendix A and was issued along with a blank
table to be filled in as the main part of the survey returns
The table was not intended to restrict the returns and where additional information was deemed relevant by
the recipients they were encouraged to submit the additional information.
The response to the survey was slow and where some authorities had no records of any non-traditional
homes, no initial response was forthcoming. Any non-responding Authorities were then followed up and all
32 have now responded.
Contact was also made with the Scottish Federation of Housing Associations (SFHA) since some of the
non-traditional homes were transferred from local authorities to particular Housing Associations and where
the properties were originally commissioned by the Scottish Special Housing Association (SSHA) they may
not appear in any of the Local Authority records. Many of the housing associations, have no PRC properties
(ascertained by telephone follow-up) but a number of Associations with a significant number of units have
provided returns, which in general have been included under the local authority area in which they are
located. Some associations however have properties in numerous Local Authority areas and in these cases
the numbers, as provided, have been entered but the locations may be shown with respect to the main
batch of homes. .
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4 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

2.1 Results related to Geographical area
2.1.1 Aberdeen City Council
Aberdeen City Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Dorran

12

0

12

0

Tarran

7

0

0

7

Tee-Beam

237

100

0

137

Whitson Fairhurst

50

21

0

29

Tenants First Association Co-operative Ltd (Aberdeen) reported that 95 Whitson-Fairhurst houses were
transferred to them and included the following breakdown:
House Type

Originally built

Whitson Fairhurst

Sold

25

No return
(95)

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

0

70

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

2.1.2 Aberdeenshire Council
Aberdeenshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Dorran
Orlit

Sold

5

0

5

0

135

15

0

120

2.1.3 Angus Council
Angus Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Dorran

102

63

0

39

Orlit

50

34

0

16

Whitson-Fairhurst

44

19

0

25
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5 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

2.1.4 Argyll and Bute Council
Argyll Community Housing Association received these houses in a stock transfer from Argyll and Bute
Council in November 2006. They reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Blackburn Orlit

No return
(65)

No return

No return

65

Dorran

No return
(42)

No return

No return

42

Myton Clyde

No return
(1)

No return

No return

1

Orlit

No return
(46)

No return

No return

46

Whitson-Fairhurst

No return
(9)

No return

No return

9

2.1.5 Clackmannanshire Council
Clackmannanshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Dorran

No return
(21)

Sold

Demolished

No return

No return

Retained by respondee
21

2.1.6 Dumfries and Galloway Council
Dumfries and Galloway Housing Partnership (DGHP) received these houses in a stock transfer from
Dumfries and Galloway Council in 2003. They reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by respondee

Dorran

No return
(26)

5

1

20

Orlit

No return
(20)

2

0

18

Whitson-Fairhurst

No return
(38)

1

0

37
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6 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

2.1.7 Dundee City Council
Dundee City Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by respondee

Boot

500 (flats)

314

0

186

Orlit

484 (cottages)

299

0

185

90 (flats)

2

12

76

128 (cottages)

77

0

51

Whitson-Fairhurst

2.1.8 East Ayrshire Council
East Ayrshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by respondee

Blackburn Orlit

48

3

0

45

Ayrshire CC

435

105

0

330

Dorran

8

4

0

4

Orlit

24

0

0

24

Tarran

52

18

0

34

2.1.9 East Dunbartonshire Council
East Dunbartonshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Orlit
Whitson-Fairhurst

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

30

4

0

26

66 (built at
Twechar (but
may be more in
Bearsden and
Milngavie)

8

0

129 ((which
were acquired in
1996 @ Local
govt.
restructuring. No
info available on
original no. built)

(137)
Blackburn Orlit

56

27

0

Dorran

8

7

0
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2.1.10 East Lothian District Council
Reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Orlit

Sold

91

6

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

0

85

2.1.11 East Renfrewshire Council
East Renfrewshire Council reported the following:
East Renfrewshire Council reported that they have no properties designated defective.
2.1.12 Edinburgh City Council
Edinburgh City Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Blackburn-Orlit

214

84

0

130

Orlit

668

55

410

203

Scotcon Orlit

296

33

126

137

Whitson-Fairhurst

100

19

0

81

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

2.1.13 Falkirk Council
Falkirk Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Orlit

584

295

0

289

Dorran

45

29

4

12

Whitson-Fairhurst

100

26

0

74
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8 Structural Survey of Defective Non Traditional Homes in Scotland

2.1.14 Fife Council
Fife Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Orlit

No return
(46)

No return

No return

46

Tarran

No return
(145)

No return

No return

145

Whitson-Fairhurst

No return
(132)

No return

No return

132

2.1.15 Glasgow City Council
Stock transferred to Glasgow Housing Association, North Glasgow Housing Association and Home
Scotland as outlined below:
Glasgow Housing Association reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Blackburn Orlit

134

40

0

94

Boot

546

218

0

328

Myton Clyde

158

58

0

100

Orlit

268

139

0

129

Winget

990

303

64

623

North Glasgow Housing Association reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Boot

Sold

520

Demolished

213

0

Retained by
respondee
307

Home Scotland reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Blackburn Orlit
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Sanctuary Housing reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Orlit

Sold

Demolished

0

206 transferred
from Scottish
Homes in 2001

206

Retained by
respondee
0

2.1.16 Highland Council
Reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Dorran

18

2

0

16

Tee-beam

90

20

0

70

A general inspection also revealed 8 number Cornish houses and various Reema houses all built in
Inverness. Both of these types are designated “Defective” in England and Wales but not in the Scottish
legislation
Records also showed that there were a significant number of Whitson-Fairhurst houses in Inverness, but
there was no indication of this in the returns. Further investigation revealed that they had been built by
SSHA and transferred to Cairn Housing (Inverness). Cairn Housing reported that they had 147 WhitsonFairhurst houses in the Inverness area.
2.1.17 Inverclyde Council
Inverclyde Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Blackburn Orlit

No return

No return

No return

Small
number(No
precise numbers
provided)

Whitson-Fairhurst

No return

No return

No return

Small number
(No precise
numbers
provided)
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It was also reported that there are houses owned by the Link Housing Association but managed and
maintained by Larkfield Housing Association as outlined below:
House Type

Originally built

Unitroy

Sold

Demolished

No return

No return
(23)

No return

Retained by
respondee
23

2.1.18 Midlothian Council
Midlothian Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Blackburn Orlit

Sold

24

Demolished

4

No return

Retained by
respondee
20

2.1.19 Moray Council
Moray Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Dorran

77

43

No return

34

Tee-beam

20

12

No return

8

Moray Council also reported that all 77 of the Dorrans type and all 20 of the Tee-beams had been upgraded
to mortgagable standard. This was accepted at face value although there is no PRC Homes approved
system for upgrading Tee-beam homes. Alternative approaches to upgrading are available but Tee-beam
homes present specific problems and since those involved with the upgrading no longer work with the
council it was not possible to obtain further information on this. These may have been upgrades of
presumably high quality but mortgageability can only be determined by the mortgage industry and this
would require to be based on an approved scheme.
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2.1.20 North Ayrshire Council
North Ayrshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Ayrshire CC
(Lindsey)

No return
(123)

No return

No return

123

Orlit

No return
(46)

No return

No return

46

Unitroy

No return
(8)

No return

No return

8

2.1.21 North Lanarkshire Council
North Lanarkshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Myton Clyde

490

194

0

296

Orlit

85

45

0

40

Tarran

110

84

0

26

Whitson-Fairhurst

549

273

0

276

Clyde Valley Housing Association reported:
House Type

Originally built

Orlit
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2.1.22 Orkney Islands Council
Orkney Islands Council reported that they do not have any of the non-traditional defective property types in
this project within their stock.
2.1.23 Perth and Kinross Council
Perth and Kinross Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Dorran

95

51

0

44

Orlit

48

8

0

40

Tarran

50

31

0

19

Whitson-Fairhurst

100

30

0

70

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

2.1.24 Renfrewshire Council
Renfrewshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Orlit

50

6

0

44

Whitson-Fairhurst

80

24

0

56

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

2.1.25 Scottish Borders Council
Scottish Borders Housing Association reported:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Dorran

33

9

0

24

Tarran

7

1

0

6

Whitson-Fairhurst

48

10

0

38
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2.1. 26 Shetland Islands Council
Sheltand Islands Council reported that they do not have any of the non-traditional defective property types
in this project within their stock.
2.1.27 South Ayrshire Council
South Ayrshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Ayrshire CC
(Lindsey)

No return
(50)

No return

No return

50

Blackburn Orlit

No return
(462)

No return

No return

462

Dorran

No return
(2)

No return

No return

2

Tarran

No return
(5)

No return

No return

5

Irvine Housing Association also reported:
House Type

Originally built

Orlit

Sold

70

11

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

0

59

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

2.1.28 South Lanarkshire Council
South Lanarkshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Myton Clyde

81

17

0

64

Orlit

152

29

0

123

Whitson-Fairhurst

132

6

48

78

Dorran

22

7

0

15
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2.1.29 Stirling Council
Stirling Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Orlit

268

35

32

203

Dorran

50

16

6

30

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

2.1.30 West Dunbartonshire Council
West Dunbartonshire Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Ayrshire CC
(Lindsey)

No return
(3)

No return

No return

3

Blackburn Orlit

No return
(3)

No return

No return

3

Orlit

No return
(243)

No return

No return

243

Whitson-Fairhurst

No return
(484)

No return

No return

484

2.1.31 West Lothian Council
West Lothian Council reported the following:
House Type

Originally built

Sold

Demolished

Retained by
respondee

Tarran

78

22

0

No return
(100)

Orlit

50

12

0

38

2.1.32 Western Isles Council
Western Isles Council reported that they had a few Dorrans but were unable to provide more precise
figures.
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3 Discussion of Survey results

A summary of the results of the survey is shown in the table below. The figures are difficult to interpret due
to discrepancies between the older records obtained from the given references and the returns from the
current survey. Figures shown in brackets are based on the original survey returns and the figures quoted
below are the corrected figures, where correction has been possible.
House Type
(red indicates
no PRC Licence
for upgrading )

Number
expected from
original
records

Summary of Survey Results
Originally
built (1)

Sold
(2)

Demolished
(3)

Retained
(4)

(Incomplete

(2)+(4)

returns)

Ayrshire CC
(Lindsey)
Blackburn
Orlit

Existing
(5)

Without
approved
upgrade
scheme

718

611

105

-

506

611

420

1303+

237

50

1075+

1312+

1312+

(1566)

745

-

821

1046

_

304

540

_

461

730

_

1046

611

Boot
1046

400

566+

236

Myton Clyde

1038

729+

269

Orlit

6207

4111+

997

719

2100

3097

_

Tarran

273

454+

156

-

342

398

_

Tarran-Clyde

226

-

_

Tee-beam

393

Dorran

28

(excluding
single storey)

Unitroy

182

347

132

-

215

347

347

31+

-

-

31

31

31

539

48

1639+

2178+

2178+

WhitsonFairhurst

3049

2226+

Winget

1268

990

303

64

623

990

*

15,220

12,414+

3719

909

8117+

11,280+

4479+

TOTALS
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The table shows the figures collated to provide a summary of the survey results. The overall total of
affected homes from the 1987 records is 15,220. Comparing this with the total provided in column (1) where
there is a discrepancy of 4787 between the 1987 figure and the equivalent figure from the survey returns. It
should be noted that the returns in column 1 for seven of the house types are shown as greater than the
figures quoted (i.e. 773+). It was not possible to quantify the additional amounts but this would reduce the
discrepancy between the overall totals.

3.1 Interpretation of the returns
There are variations between the expected number columns and the returns from the survey. The main
source of the original numbers expected is “A guide to Non-Traditional housing in Scotland” and the figures
in the first column are taken from there. The book was published in 1987 and deals with homes built
between 1923 and 1955.
The majority of the Non-Traditional system building ceased to be applied to mainstream domestic building
and it is unlikely that any significant numbers would be built after 1960 and therefore this book would cover
the majority of the homes built using the defective systems. Conversations with Alastair Christie, the main
author of the book in the late 1990’s confirmed that the information had been based initially on Scottish
Office records and any other information available in the mid 1980’s. SSHA was superseded by Scottish
Homes in 1989 and therefore SSHA records were available at the time of publication and it is assumed that
they were included in the numerical estimates provided in the book. Private construction was also counted
for at least some of the house types.
There is no source currently available to provide addresses of privately built PRC homes that would permit
private owners to be added to the survey list and therefore some of the housing counted in the 1987
records could not be included in the survey returns. It is surprising therefore when any of the figures in the
“Originally built” column are greater than those in the “Number expected” columns. This book was well
researched at a time when the available information was freely available to the author and therefore the
numbers quoted are generally accepted as accurate unless it becomes obvious that this must be
reassessed.
The numbers provided in the “Number expected” column therefore are in most cases assumed to be the
maximum number of each type constructed and therefore totals which exceed that number were initially
regarded as potentially the result of double counting, checked and where appropriate reduced to suit. The
last three columns relating to the survey returns split these numbers into the numbers sold (column 3);
demolished (column 4) and those retained (column 5). Follow-up interviews to check information have
revealed that the number of homes demolished and those retained appear to be more stable in the records
of homes repurchased than the number of houses sold. In some cases, homes were sold and repurchased
by the Authority and in some cases this had been counted twice. Where this type of error has been
identified the numbers were reduced to suit but there is a possibility that some other returns may suffer
from similar problems.
Not all of the discrepancies between the columns are deemed significant but those that are, are discussed
below:
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Ayrshire County Council (Lindsay houses)
The “number expected” is 718 but the survey responses suggest that only 611 were originally built. These
were generally only built within Ayrshire County Council, which was split up into three councils at reorganisation in 1995. The returns from North and South Ayrshire Councils identified the number of
properties retained but none of the other columns were filled in. East Ayrshire Council filled in all columns in
the table but it was not possible to identify, from the responses, the total number of houses originally built,
or the number demolished.
Blackburn Orlit
The original records identified 420 houses and the survey suggested that there were more than 773 houses
originally built. There is a level of confusion over the house types and although Blackburn-Orlits are
significantly different in appearance from standard Orlits, they can be confused in records if they are not
recorded with some precision. The survey results also show a lower number of Orlits (4111+) when
compared with the numbers expected (6207) It is possible that either in the original numbers or more likely
in the survey returns, the common source of these houses (i.e. Orlit) has led to the numbers of each type
being confused. This would not entirely remove the overall variation in the figures but in the 1987 records
the inclusion of private housing may be an additional factor. Further checks were unable to identify any
other significant reasons for the discrepancy and therefore the figures have not been corrected in the table.
.
Boot
There was a problem with the figures for the Boot type houses where the expected population of this type
was 1046 and the returns suggested that 1566 were originally built. The 1987 guide suggests that Glasgow
had 546 houses of this type built and there were another 500 built in Dundee, a total of 1046. Further
checks on the returns identified that the houses built for Glasgow Council had been transferred to Glasgow
Housing Association (GHA) and then transferred again to the North Glasgow Housing Association. Both
these Associations provided similar returns for Boot housing. This was checked and double counting was
identified. Further refinement of the numbers was difficult but the reported numbers needed to be reduced.
Retaining the larger numbers (i.e GHA returns) reduced the total reported as originally built to 1046 which
matches the number expected from the original records and therefore Glasgow North numbers were
removed from the totals. It has been confirmed by both organisations that these 520 houses are
administered from Glasgow North HA and were transferred from 546 originally held by GHA. The 26
houses are assumed to remain with GHA.
Dorran
A similar problem occurs with the Dorran houses where the value in the number expected column is 400
and more than 566 have been reported as originally built. A check on the numbers was unable to identify
an obvious overlap between the Local Authority returns and those of the HA’s, accounting for the additional
166 houses. The records suggest that 28 houses have been demolished, but the overall figures from
columns 2,3 and 4 add up to 568, since this is only two more than the figure of more than 566+ stated, the
figures are therefore accepted as reasonably accurate.
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Myton-Clyde
The returns indicate that there were 729 originally built. This appears to have been split between 269 sold
and 461 retained. This produces a total of 730, which is so close it can be accepted as a simple mistake in
the returns. There are no records of any Myton Clyde homes demolished but if this has occurred and not
been recorded, this may explain the discrepancy between the total of 730 existing against the 1038
expected.

Orlit (excluding single storey)
See comments on Blackburn-Orlits above. SSHA commissioned non-traditional homes across Scotland.
The stock they held was transferred to Scottish Homes and subsequently to Sanctuary Scotland Housing
Association. The return from Sanctuary identified 206 Orlits which they received by this route, all of which
were demolished between 2002 and 2006. The totals from columns 2, 3 and 4 add up to 3816. This is 295
short of the number identified as “Originally built”. This is a significant number but there was no further
information to explain the discrepancy.
Tarran and Tarran-Clyde
It is difficult to distinguish between the Tarran and the Tarran-Clyde since the Tarran-Clyde is regarded as
the Tarran built in Scotland. The perception therefore of whether a house is a Tarran or a Tarran-Clyde may
vary from authority to authority. The returns did not recognise any Tarran-Clyde homes built in Scotland.
The combined number from the records (499) is greater than the 454 quoted for Tarrans and therefore
does not cover all the houses from the 1987 records. This could be the result of private housing being
counted in records which are no longer available.
Tee-beam
The survey returns match in terms of those built; sold and retained but there is still a discrepancy compared
with the numbers expected, with a shortfall of 46. This is assumed to be some private housing stock.
Unitroy
These houses were only identified in two areas. The first group (23) are owned by Link Housing association
and administered by Larkfield Housing Association. The second group (8) are owned by North Ayrshire
Council. There are no returns providing numbers of the houses, Originally built; Sold or; Demolished. The
only information available therefore is that between the two organisations they currently hold 31 of these.
The records state that from 1952 until the mid 1950’s 182 were built across Scotland but there is no
indication of where the rest were built. The original 50 Unitroy houses were built in Bathgate under SSHA
and there is no indication in the records of the location of any others. Larkfield HA operates in Greenock
and therefore the majority of those identified appear to be located there. The 8 in Ayrshire provide a second
location but there is no indication in the survey feedback of the original 50 built in Bathgate. If they are
included, whether sold, demolished or retained, it provides a record of 81 properties, leaving another 101
unaccounted for.
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Whitson-Fairhurst
The numbers do not check out for the survey returns. The combined total for those sold; demolished and
retained is more than 2,178. This is relatively close to the survey returns on the stated number originally
built and less than the number expected. However seven of the survey returns for this type of property were
incomplete and therefore the numbers could not be expected to match up, either in relation to the survey
returns or in terms of matching the expected numbers from 1987.
Winget
In Scotland, these houses were only built in Glasgow and there is a significant difference between the
numbers expected (1268) and those noted in the survey returns as originally built. The only identified
location is Carntyne in Glasgow and the stock there are currently undergoing a large scale upgrading where
each of the properties have been surveyed and classified before deciding on whether the specific property
is to be upgraded or demolished. Since this is a current and ongoing project, it is assumed that the
numbers owned by GHA will be clearly recorded. The returns have therefore been accepted as accurate
and therefore the missing 278 are difficult to explain.
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Appendix - A
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House Type

No.
originally
built

No.
sold

No.
repurchased

No. reinstated to
mortgageable
standard

- (telephone)
No.
Demolished

No.
currently
owned

Stock transferred to/received by RSL :

No

Ayrshire CC (Lindsey)
Blackburn Orlit
Boot
Dorran
Myton Clyde
Orlit (excluding single
storey)

Tarran
Tarran Clyde
Tee-beam
Unitroy
BRE Client report number 274939

Whitson-Fairhurst
Winget

Additional Comments: Please provide additional comments where appropriate (i.e. categories missed in the table; comment on the
potential for double counting numbers given; In the case of confusion over the column titles, please state the assumptions you have made in
filling in each column; and any other issue considered relevant)

Organisation
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